




A-CLASS SOUND ABSORBER PRODUCTS
MADE WITH ICELANDIC WOOL



KULA



EARTH KULA
Scientifically proven to be a source of well being the round shape of Earth Kula sets the scene for tranquility.
Calmness is offered by the A-class acoustic absorption ability of Earth Kula and harmony with the organic
and natural elements it possesses.
Natural inspiration of the design is brought to you by the abstract forms and colors of the Icelandic nature
shown by the Earth Matters textile.
Earth Matters is also enchanted by the same magic as nature, that each piece is organic and unique.
Respect for nature is the ingredients of our Earth Matters textile. We re-use and limit our waste combining
leftovers in a unique combination of color tones we want to show in practice that our earth matters to us.





LINA



EARTH LINA
Favorite playing tool of many creators, just being able to draw a line will get you far in what you want to
accomplish. Anywhere from underpinning a structural element or to weakening it Earth Lina will provide
you with the tool. A line does not have to be sharp, Earth Lina has also a soft side to it. As a half a cylinder it
provides the curves of calmness.
Just like the New York High Line, Earth Lina can give you sense of nature where you least expected as well
as quietness from its sound absorption ability.
Natural inspiration of the textile design is easily transferred to Earth Lina observer by the abstract forms and
colors of the Icelandic nature shown by the textile. Each piece of textile is a representation of a predefined
natural matter but as with nature is never exactly the same.







ZERO WASTE BECAUSE
EARTH MATTERS



LIGHT GREY EARTH

BLUE EARTH

DARK GREY EARTH

GREEN EARTH

YELLOW EARTH

RED EARTH



www.kula.is


